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If you want to contact our 
Chapter Director, Kevin 
Bramhoff, please email him 
at:   kbramhoff1@shaw.ca

If you have an article, 
joke, story of a recent ride, 
item for sale or something 

to say, please email the 
information to Robyn at 

robynmacrae@gmail.com 

Chapter BC-C

NEWSLETTER

Fellow Wingers of Chapter C
Fellow Wingers:

Hey! What’s that light in the sky…blinding it is? The sun, yes it’s here! Spring 

has sprung! It was a busy month. We had an Advanced Rider Course happen, 

it was excellent by the way. Thanks to Harold, John and Patrick well done!

We managed a few group rides and the Victoria Days Rally was also in Bright 

Sunshine. The weather could not have been better. The riding in that area is 

excellent. A good time was had by all that attended. A big thanks to Kirk & 

Kathy for organizing the rally.

Gavin and his Gang of Chefs / Cooks / and bottle washers did a “Bang up Job” 

preparing breakfast on Saturday for all of us suffering previous evenings late 

night, especially me! Those that were not suffering also enjoyed it I am told. I 

got up at 05:45 to get photos of them hard at work. A big thanks to all of them. 

See photos attached for proof!

The balance of May held a Medic First Aid course, May 27th, which I 

recommend everyone take, and you never know where or when you may need 

it. There will be another MFA course offered during the Region J Rally in 

Langley.

Looking forward we have the Region J Rally in August and our new Ride 

Coordinator has planned several Sunday / weekend rides. One is heading 

down to Leavenworth Washington June 4th & the other takes us on the Duffy 

Lake loop June 17th. Some of us are overnighting on the Sun Shine Coast June 

17th – 19th and others will treat it as a day ride on the Saturday.

Please be mindful other chapters have rides going as well if you at a loss for a 

ride and prefer not to do ours, just check the ride schedule on the GWRRA BC-

C site or you can get together with                                                                  

other Chapter members or plan your 

own.

I have been asking about suggestions                                                                  

to celebrate our Chapter Anniversary.                                                                  

As no one has stepped forward with                                                                  an 

ideas, probably worried they have to                                                              

organize it if they suggest it. I have

decided to have a BBQ/Picnic                                                                                                 

Continued on page 4
Continued on page 4

A message from our CD!
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Next Meeting
Our next monthly Chapter meeting will be 
held on May 16th at Characters on the 
corner of Hocking and Young. Dinner at 
6pm and the meeting at 7pm.

Sunday May 7th is our next breakfast ride. 
The regularly scheduled ride for May 21st will 
be cancelled as that is Chapter G Rally 
weekend in Salmon Arm.

Further details will be sent out by email 
closer to the ride date.

July Events

1-3       BC-A Kootenay Loop Ride

2           BC-C Leavenworth Ride/breakfast      

5           BC-D  Dinner Meeting

8-9      BC-A Cascade Loop Ride

15-16  BC-D 100 Mile Ride

16 BC-C Breakfast Ride

16        BC-A Breakfast meeting

18 BC-C Dinner Meeting

30       BC-C Breakfast/Ride

Don’t forget to check out the facebook 

page and add your own words of wisdom 

or pictures to enhance our site. If you 

don’t know how, then email the photo’s 

and  info to robynmacrae@gmail.com

April’s 50/50        
Winner                 

Lynne Karey-Makenna

June Events

3 Memorial Ride

4 BC-C Breakfast Ride

7      BC-D  Dinner Meeting

10        WA-D Duck Hunt Ride

20 BC-C Dinner Meeting

24        BC-A Triple D Ride 

25      BC-A     Breakfast  Meeting



Fellow Wingers:

So our newest member, Rino Genzale had commented on a 

previous article (March Newsletter –Following too close) I had 

provided for the newsletter. As a certified Motorcycle Training 

instructor he took issue with it and sent me something rebuts 

the previous article, a little, maybe…so have a read, compare 

the two and send me what you think?

From The Ride Advice.Com

Can a Motorcycle Brake Faster Than a Car?

There are two schools of thought on whether a motorcycle can 

stop faster than a car. On the one hand, a motorcycle is much, 

much lighter than a car so wouldn’t it stop faster than a heavy 

car? Everyone expects a truck or train to stop slower than a car 

due to their mass, so the same probably applies for a car 

against a bike? On the other hand, cars have four brakes, four 

larger tires to grip the road with and weight remains on the rear 

wheels even in a heavy braking situation, so perhaps they stop 

quicker?

Interestingly, if you do a Google search you’ll find that a straight 

forward answer isn’t forthcoming.

Many swear black and blue that a bike will beat a car everytime, 

yet there’s also a lot of anecdotal evidence to suggest the 

opposite. So what is the answer? Well, it depends…

The most common view is that because a bike is lighter, not 

only can it accelerate faster, it can also decelerate quicker too. 

But this is actually completely wrong as you’re dealing with 

different physics in each instance. For acceleration, a bikes 

power to weight ratio is often far superior to that of a car and

that’s the reason it accelerates quicker. But power to weight has 

no bearing on stopping.

Let’s break (get it?) down the physics. I’m relying heavily on a 

wonderful post on the motorcycleforum.com.

Firstly, the force on a vehicle when stopping is:

F = ma

Where F is the force on the vehicle, m is its mass and a is the 

acceleration (negative in this case).

Next, that force is applied to the tires via traction as follows:

F = μW

Where W is the weight of the vehicle, and μ is the coefficient of 

friction.

The weight of the vehicle is its mass, m, times the gravitational 

force, g, so:

F = μmg

The maximum stopping force that can be applied is the 

maximum frictional force that the tires can cope with, so:

ma = μmg

What all this shows is that we can cancel the use of the variable 

m as it appears on both sides of the equation. In simple terms, it 

means that mass has no bearing whatsoever on stopping 

distances. The equation to thus show the maximum possible 

deceleration is

a = μg

So (negative) acceleration equals the coefficient of friction of the 

tires, multiplied by the gravitational force.

So, that light bike you have? When it comes to braking, it’s 

irrelevant. It’s down to the tires. And because a car has four of 

them instead of two (and they’re wider), it points towards a car 

being able to stop quicker. So, cars stop faster than tires. Case 

closed. Well, not quite…

Kevin’s Musings

The reason it’s not so straightforward is that an average 

bike has far higher performance characteristics than an 

average car. In general, an average sports bike will 

have higher quality brakes and better tires than an 

average hatchback or a family sedan. So your Yamaha 

R6 or Triumph Street Triple will probably out brake Miss 

Daisy in her Toyota Camry. But as soon as you get a 

car that’s remotely sporty, say a Golf GTI, the car will 

begin to stop in shorter distance than a bike. Physics 

will win and with those four tires, the equation of a = μg 

will see the car pull up quicker.

Therefore, an average bike will outperform an average 

car. In the future though we’ll put the same bike up 

against a hot hatch or similar to show how the reverse 

becomes true. Regardless of what bike you ride or what 

cars are around, remember that you are your own 

crumple zone. Always leave plenty of room for an 

emergency stop as what would be a small fender 

bender in a car can potentially become a serious injury 

(or worse) if you run up the back of someone.

Well fellow wingers it’s a little different from the Physics 

I know from school. The equations are incomplete, they 

do not include surface area - the equation,” a=ug, has 

no component of surface area”. There was quite a 

discussion on the article and this matter. I did a little 

research myself. The physics of friction is far more 

complex from what I remember in my school youth. 

Therefore the mathematics could be wrong however, 

the theory is plausible. They also do not factor in ABS 

systems.

We do know that they forgot to factor in Stupidity. My 

thoughts on the matter are a little more basic…what 

most riders out there lack is training. The average 

motorcyclist on the street has:

-no proper education on applying brakes in panic stops

-no regular training on panic stops

One comment was: “Well I put it down to crazy speeds 

that other drivers fail to calculate correctly”.

That is where our group steps up and provides positive 

basic and advanced training. In all these areas

plus a lot more. I believe we can all agree training for 

safety goes a long way to having fun because

crashing is no fun. Take an ARC!

Until I see you again – be safe – ride safe.

Kevin Bramhoff



Continued from page 1

I got the idea from Terry in another context, so I am 

using the suggestion for this event.                                                            

We will confirm time and date at the next meeting 

and solicit RSVP’s & commitments by email. As 

well, for members that do not attend meetings 

normally, may find this event something that they 

wish to attend we will extend invitations. All other 

chapters will be invited and I am leaning toward July 

29th or 30th possibly tying into our normal Sunday 

ride making an “event” out of it. 

I would welcome any input any of you may have. 

Robyn MacRae had the preliminary art ready for our 

new BC-C Anniversary logo at the last meeting. 

Exciting! We will be moving forward with this Pin / 

Patch project. We will keep you all apprised.

Thank you to Terry Teeft for organizing our mileage 

contest. It will be a fun thing to do and easy for all to 

participate. Thank you to all the entrants as well, 

your support makes this project happen as well as 

making it fun for all. 

Finally…yes I have pontificated, expounded, 

sermonized, dogmatized enough; I would really like 

to thank our guest speaker Leslie Waddington 

Principal of Central Elementary Community School. 

For newer members, you have heard of the “Mitten 

Tree” at some of our meetings. This is the school 

we worked with last year during the winter months 

providing warm clothes in the form of Mittens and 

hats and scarves etc. There are a lot of kids that go 

without such things during the winter months and 

we know it was appreciated by parents and kids 

alike. Leslie came to not only thank us, but put a 

positive light on our efforts inspiring us to continue. 

That’s it for now – Until Karin and I see you again –

Be Safe – Ride Safe.

Respectfully, Kevin Bramhoff

Region J Report

Hello everyone,

Well folks, the Region J Rally in Fort Langley, BC 

August 4 – 6 is coming up in less than two 

months and you still have time to register if you 

haven’t done so already. We will be finalizing the 

order for the shirts, hoodies, pins and Saturday 

dinner in June if you’re still planning to attend.

Also, if you’re looking for something to do 

towards the end of summer, come celebrate with 

us at GWRRA’s 40th year in business at Wing 

Ding in Grapevine Texas, August 29th to 

September 2nd. 

Your Chapter Needs You!! Did you know that 

you are the perfect candidate for one of the 

chapter executive positions and didn’t even know 

it? You are no different than the person that is 

looking after the chapter right now as they too 

were unsure about the being involved until they 

accepted the position. Talk to your current 

Chapter Directors, Assistant Chapter Directors, 

Treasurer, MEC, Rider Coordinator, 

Entertainment Coordinator or whatever other 

position your chapter may hold. Not all chapter 

have the capability of having all the positions that 

larger chapter have, but the involvement is still 

there. Don’t be afraid of being stuck in the 

position without anyone to take over, as your 

predecessors felt the same way and the same as 

the ones before. There are a couple of chapter 

directors that are wanting to step down this year 

and the best position to take over is the assistant 

chapter director. Your current chapter directors 

have set the path for you to follow so it’s easy. 

Taking the OCP will help you understand the 

GWWRA workings and how the chapter should 

run. Take a chance and follow along with others 

before you that held a chapter executive position.

Trust me, it’s a lot of fun.

Until next month,

Gary and Susan Premech

Region J Directors



Advanced 

Riding 

Course-May
Photos courtesy of Barry and 

Eileen McMillan



We did it, and the responses were positive. Last year at 
Victoria Days, an idea was floated for a breakfast on 
Saturday or Sunday and it was quickly received as a 
Chapter offer. Once that happened, Chapter C rallied 
and said a collective “Sure”. The original idea was to 
keep it a simple fare – keep it cheap – profit was not a 
motivation. A year later our members stepped up and it 
was a success. Robyn made a poster so that attendees 
could see what was coming and money was collected 
at the registration desk –almost $160.00 and over 50 
signups. Robyn and Angela went out and bought eggs, 
butter and bread Friday afternoon. Come Saturday 
morning at 6 am, Ken, Murry, Jeff, Don and Fred showed 
up in the kitchen. People just assumed roles: Murry 
handled the hash browns, Don maintained the supply  
of toast, Fred cooked the eggs, Ken became our front-
man - taking orders and loading plates with cooked 
food and Jeff made sure each station was supplied with 
ingredients and moved the cooked food up to Ken for 
processing. I got to stand by and cross my arms and 
generally stay out of everyone’s hair.
At breakfast, 13 more people purchased food on the 
spot – bringing us to almost $200.00 in cash for the 
breakfast. Janet – who handles the money for the 
Chapter would be able to let people know how close  
to breakeven we were – however it is clear that money 
was made.
After breakfast, Dave & Gerri joined us and clean-up 
was done. I am confident that we left the kitchen 
cleaner than when we began.
Questions about whether or not we do this again have 
not been asked of us and I believe that Prince George 
Chapter may want in next year on one of the mornings. 
It was good fun and demonstrated the willingness of 
Chapter C to step it up and helped create a 
memorable time for other GWRRA members.
A deep personal thank you to each and every 
volunteer.
Gavin

Saturday Breakfast in Salmon Arm



GL 1800: Kuryakyn Chrome
Floor Boards with heel/ toe shifter
Chrome Brake Pedal and Kickstand Extension
Like NEW $200.00
Can install if needed

Harley Davidson 
M/C Boots
Black/Durango Style
Size 12
Like new $75.00

GWRRA Womens Ultimate Protector II
3 in 1 Riding Jacket
C. E. Certified Protectors
Size Large (fits like an XL)
New, tags attached (image on GWRRA Website)
$100.00 OBO 

Please contact Steve Horin: Phone 604 858-5431 
or email debbiehorin@shaw.ca

Items for Sale

One of our own from Chapter A, Tracy 
Gowans, is doing the Ride To Conquer 
Cancer. This is a great cause and if 
anyone would like to support Tracy in 
her huge undertaking, I have attached 
her link so we can support her.

http://www.conquercancer.ca/site/TR/R
ide/Vancouver2017?px=4158288&pg=
personal&fr_id=1593

Thanks everyone for your support in 
such a great cause.

Karin Young

Mission
1983 Aspencade-I have the rest of the bike.
Contact Byron at 604-786-4353

Next Meeting is on 

June20th at 

Characters, dinner at 

6pm and meeting at 

7pm



Editors Notes
Oh to have our troubles. Our chapter is growing so 
fast that we may outgrow our meeting space soon. 
Our last couple of meetings we have had over 40 in 
attendance. That is crazy considering that we only 
have 97 active members. Awesome crazy that is. I 
am delighted to see so many new and old 
members that are so enthusiastic about everything 
and always ready to jump in and help!! Along with 
growth come growing pains so please bear with us 
as we all  grow together to become one of 
GWRRA’s fastest growing chapter.

On the note of helping out… a big thanks to all the 
“guys” that helped my set up my trailer in Salmon 
Arm. I arrived solo to the campground and needed 
help with the heavy lifting and Ken was right there 
to pitch in. Dave helped with the hooking up at the 
end. I know that I can always count on my fellow 
GWRRA peeps to give me or anyone else a hand 
when needed (sometimes even when they are not 
needed, lol) and that is a big part of who we are. 
Thanks all for being “you”

Sunday Ride-May 
We had 13 bikes that we split into two groups 

and we headed off towards Agassiz, Mission, 

Ft. Langley, Birchwood Dairy and then home. 

The weather was great, a little chilly at first but 

it warmed up beautifully. We lost a couple of 

people along the way but we eventually 

found them. Not lost forever!

Ken’s KornerBy Ken WatsonDuring B.C.’s gold rush  Of 1862, someone had the bright idea of importing camels to hump supplies up the Cariboo Wagon Road alongside the Fraser River to the goldfields. It probably seemed like a good idea at the time, but the beasts were more used to soft desert sand so special booties had to be made to protect their feet from the rocky road. They also bit and kicked at other animals and people and after four months they were banned from travelling on the road. Some managed to escape into the wold but never adapted to the B.C. environment and were eventually wiped out.



Becoming A First Responder 
If your Chapter, District or Region needs more response to your flyers, invitations, etc., this might just fit 

in your Newsletter: When you receive a flier announcing a Chapter, District or Region event, or any 

communication that asks you to RSVP, what do you do? Most of us just push it to the back burner for 

a while. We might think about it, maybe check our schedules and perhaps talk to our spouse, or just 

do nothing right then. Did you ever stop and think about what we just did by doing nothing? We just 

slapped the event planner in the face. This poor soul (who, by the way, is a Volunteer) has the huge 

job of planning how to entertain us at this event, be it a ride, dinner, rally or even Wing Ding. Their job 

is to make a myriad of arrangements on our behalf, making sure that our experience is positive and 

fun-filled. These events include many opportunities for us to really enjoy ourselves and the people 

around us. These incredibly talented and dedicated people in our organization have devoted many 

hours of blood, sweat and tears to arrange the meeting place, route, rest stops, places of interest, 

meals, entertainment and, of course, an affordable and comfortable place to stay. Their job is really 

difficult when you consider that most of their planning is done without the answer to the very 

important question: “How many Members are going to attend?” The answer to this mystical and 

important question rests solely with you and me. These hardworking Volunteers have been forced to 

make many, many decisions involving you and me with only an educated guess, at best, about who 

will attend. They have even been forced to make reservations for meals, lodging and meeting space 

with mandatory deposits, many of which are nonrefundable. Many a sleepless night has been had 

by these dedicated planners and volunteer leaders trying to outguess the rest of the group. What 

can we do to avoid this dilemma? It’s really very easy! We can become a “First Responder” when 

we see that flier or invitation asking for an RSVP by responding immediately. The dictionary says RSVP 

is a French phrase that translates to “Please respond.” It is a standard practice to reply to an RSVP 

request confirming attendance or declining. Yes, even if you can’t or don’t want to attend, let us 

know, please. Here is a wonderful opportunity for you to have your voice heard by the event 

planner. Let them know in a positive manner about your concerns regarding the timing (hour, day, 

month,) location, distances, type of event, cost , activities, type of food or anything that would 

cause you not to attend. This is very valuable information for our volunteer leaders and planners. 

Positive feedback is one of the most important parts of any successful organization. In order to 

become a First Responder we must do a couple of things ourselves. When we receive an invitation 

we need to consult our calendar, communicate with our spouse and then make a commitment to 

attend and, most importantly, communicate that information using that flier, registration or invitation. 

In first aid and CPR a First Responder can make a difference in someone’s life. With a registration 

form, flier or invitation, your response can also make a difference!! Sandi and I, along with all of our 

volunteer leaders and planners thank you in advance for your support on this note. We congratulate 

all of those Members who are ready to become First Responders. 

Ray Garris, GWRRA Director Emeritus



Salmon Arm-Victoria Days-Chapter BC-G Rally

Almost all of the Chapter C members that attended the rally. 6 participants did not attend the dinner. We 

had a total of 31 members at the rally!!! Great Fun for all.



Kallie is our newest member in Chapter C, which she 

got at the May long weekend rally. Here she is 

sporting her club colours, thanks to Robyn and her 

wonderful crocheting! Kallie even has her name 

added to the neck, done with gold thread. Thank 

you Robyn!!                                                 Geri Crosson



August 4, 5, 6, 2017
Fort Langley, BC Canada

Region J Rally

Rider Info: First Name_______________ Last Name____________________________ Age______ GWRRA #___________ 
Address:________________________________________City______________________Prov/State_______ Chapter_______
Phone # ________________ Email ________________________________ Signature_________________________________
Co Rider Info: First Name__________________ Last Name____________________ Age____ GWRRA #_______________ 
Address:________________________________________City______________________Prov/State_______ Chapter_______

Phone # ______________ Email_________________________________________Signature__________________________
Please Note: Registration: Includes Pin, Grand Prize Ticket, and Entertainment. Saturday Night Dinner is not included
Registration cost for GWRRA Members is $40.00, Non-Members is $45.00 – Grand prize draw for Early Registration 

(Postmarked no later than June 1, 2017.) 
# of Members______ @ $40.00 / person ________ # of non-members_______ @ $45.00 / person___________

Registration Cost After June 1st, 2017 
# of Members_____ @ $45.00 / person_________ # of non members _______@ $50.00 /person_____________

Saturday Dinner __________@ $30.00 = __________________________
Rally T-Shirts: Short Sleeve with Logo. $20.00 each. Please indicate size and quantity. Select: Mens __ 

____ Small ____ Medium ____ Large ____ x-Large ___ xx-Large ____ xxx-Large - Total Amount $__________
Rally T-Shirts: Short Sleeve with Logo. $20.00 each. Please indicate size and quantity. Select: Ladies __

____ Small ____ Medium ____ Large ____ x-Large ___ xx-Large ____ Total Amount $__________

Rally T-Shirts: Long Sleeve with Logo. $25.00 each. Please indicate size and quantity. Select: Mens __ 
____ Small ____ Medium ____ Large ____ x-Large ___ xx-Large ____ xxx-Large - Total Amount $______________

Rally T-Shirts: Long Sleeve with Logo. $25.00 each. Please indicate size and quantity. Select: Ladies __
____ Small ____ Medium ____ Large ____ x-Large ___ xx-Large - Total Amount $______________

Rally Mens Hoodie. $35.00 each. Please indicate size and quantity. Select: Mens __ 
__ Small __ Medium __ Large __ x-Large __ 2x-Large __ 3x-Large __ 4x-Large__ 5x-Large –

Total Amount $__________
Rally Ladies Hoodie. $35.00 each. Please indicate size and quantity. Select: Ladies __

____ Small ____ Medium ____ Large ____ x-Large ___ 2x-Large ____ - Total Amount $______________

Courses Available: First 12 paid will be scheduled in – Money will be refunded if course is full
NOTE: Due to facility rental costs, 12 riders are required to run the course 

ARC Course _____ $45.00______ MFA Course ___________$45.00_________________
Observation Ride on Sunday _____ $5.00 per card ________. Total Funds Payable______________________

NOTE : ALL FUNDS ARE IN CANADIAN DOLLARS:
PAYMENT OPTIONS: On-line via PayPal, Cheque, Money Order or Bank Draft. IF REGISTRATION IS BEING MAILED, IT 

MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY FUNDS. DO NOT SEND CASH. ALL payments made payable and mailed to: 
Region J Rally - c/o 304 Bridle Estates Rd SW Calgary, AB T2Y 0E9

Agreement: By signing and submitting this form I/we agree to comply with the rules of this event. I/we agree to hold 
harmless GWRRA, its officers, representatives and event sponsors, for the loss or injury to self and personal property.


